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Plutchik (1997) cites eight basic emotions – fear, anger, sadness, joy, disgust, surprise, trust, and
anticipation – but an inventory of emotional states is not typically addressed by behavioural
ecologists. Fear is a notable exception, as Beauchamp (2017) points out in his target article. Many
studies assume there is fear whenever animals are vigilant. Why are we confident that animals
experience fear in these situations yet are hesitant to accept evidence for other emotional states?
Is it because fear seems more basic or primal than other emotions? Beauchamp shows that the
evidence for a strong link between vigilance and fear is tenuous, because vigilant animals may not
show any physiological correlates of fear and animals may be fearful without showing overt signs
of vigilance. One factor in this decoupling of vigilance and fear is that animals may be monitoring
aspects of the environment that do not make them fearful, such as food, mates, or social partners
(e.g., Caine & Marra, 1988; Hirsch, 2002; Makowska & Kramer, 2007).
As with other emotions, it is important to be cautious in attributing fear to our study
animals. We will never know for sure. It is usually too costly and time-intensive to monitor the
physiological correlates of fear (e.g., heartrate, stress hormones, pupil dilation) in wild animals.
Since vigilance is strongly affected by the presence of a predator (e.g., Hunter & Skinner, 1998)
and is cheaply and easily monitored, it could provide a strong correlate of fear if the proper
controls are used in data collection and analysis. In the last page of his target article, Beauchamp
cites a few methods that could be used to tighten the association between vigilance and fear.
Here, I provide a few more ways researchers could strengthen the inference that an animal is
experiencing fear.
Recording as much information as possible about the situation and the act of vigilance,
may help identify when vigilance is directed at frightening stimuli in later analysis. The researcher
can often discern whether the target is threatening to the focal animal. A predator represents an
obvious threat, but researchers who know individual animals and understand the social situation
may also discern social threats. During challenges to the existing dominance hierarchy, for
example, new males entering the social group, infanticidal attacks, a high-ranking individual
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approaching a low-ranking individual with a certain posture/signal, etcetera, may all provide
information. Beauchamp makes the excellent point that determining the target of vigilance is far
easier for animals with forward-facing eyes, although for animals with lateral eyes, vigilance
directed towards predators can sometimes still be discerned if the researcher relies on other
external cues to predator presence (e.g., alarm calls, recent attacks, locus in home range).
Recording the intensity of the vigilance can also be useful. Blanchard and Fritz (2007) refer
to a difference between routine and induced vigilance. Animals may monitor their environment
whenever they have spare time (routine vigilance), but when vigilance is evoked by a stimulus,
they interrupt their feeding or other activity to look in a particular direction (induced vigilance);
this is a costlier behaviour. Induced vigilance is more likely than routine scanning to be associated
with fear. It can be helpful to record and compare vigilance behaviour at two different intensities,
defined by the speed with which the head is raised or turned and the length of time that the
animal looks in a particular direction (Teichroeb & Sicotte, 2012).
Routine vigilance may also be directed at monitoring the food supply, so it should be
excluded from analyses when one is interested in the link between vigilance and fear. Another
way to filter out food scanning is to analyze only the data for when animals are resting rather than
feeding. Feeding animals should not be compared with resting animals (Bednekoff, 2003;
Teichroeb & Sicotte, 2012). Beauchamp also suggests excluding factors that may interfere with a
link between fear and vigilance, such as hunger or a lack of habituation to human observers.
To sum up, relatively simple methods applied at the data collection and analyses stages,
such as recording the target of vigilance, controlling for the situation and recent events, and
recording the intensity of vigilance can help strengthen a researcher’s case for inferring fear.
Unfortunately, however, as with other emotions, one can never know for sure what any animal is
feeling (Andrews, 2014).
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